
**Check that you 
have 3 main points 
identified in “The 
Open Boat” and 
quotes highlighted



2 Minute Interviews- record in ISN

1. Family: Who is in your family? Feel free to include pets
2. Place- what is the best place you've ever been? 0r a 

place you'd like to visit? 
3. Hobby- do you have one? if so, what is it?
4. Other?  What should your partner know about you?



Objective:
I can create main points from Setting / 
Inference / Symbolism / Irony / Human 
Condition /
Purpose:  

To understand and explain what I’ve read.
Success Criteria:  

Draft for “The Open Boat” complete with 
Literary Analysis evidence



Daily procedures in action:

●
●

■
■
■
■

●



Agenda:

1. 2 minute interviews
2. Stations
3. Main point ideas
4. Draft



Station Work - assigned by number
● Create the following paes in your ISN: (yes, you need 4 

pages)
○ Symbolism
○ Inference
○ 3 Types of Irony
○ Setting

● You will rotate through these stations explaining what 
each element is & provide examples from each in “The 
Open Boat”



3 Types of Irony: station work

Watch this YouTube video and write in your ISN 
the 3 types of Irony with a description:

YouTube Irony video link 

Document any irony you notice in The Open 
Boat

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOnjd120MjY


Irony - 3 Types
Verbal Irony:

● The use of words to mean something different than what they appear to 
mean. (usually sarcasm)

Situational Irony:

● The difference between what is expected to happen and what actually 
happens.

Dramatic Irony:

● When the audience is more aware of what is happening than a character.



Symbolism

● A symbol is literary device that contains several layers of 
meaning

● often concealed at first sight, and is representative of 
several other aspects, concepts or traits than those that 
are visible in the literal translation alone. 

● Symbol is using an object or action that means something 
more than its literal meaning.

● Mr. Sato’s explanation of symbolism 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69A6xyXGC-M


Inference

● When we make inferences while reading, we are using the 
evidence that is available in the text to draw a logical 
conclusion. ... 
○ Examples of Inference:

■  A character has a diaper in her hand, spit-up on her 
shirt, and a bottle warming on the counter. 
● You can infer that this character is a mother.

● Link to Inference practice 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=to30AJm2epQ


Setting as Antagonist

● The antagonist of a story is the person or thing 
(setting in this case) that creates the problem 
for the main character(s).

● The protagonist is the main character
● Give three examples that show how the setting 

in The Open Boat are indeed the problem in 
the story.



Re-group - during discussion, but sure this is noted 
in your ISN with WHERE to find 3 examples of each

● What is Setting and why is it important in The Open Boat?
● What is Symbolism and why is it important in The Open 

Boat?
● What is Inference and why is it important in The Open 

Boat?
● What is Irony and why is it important in The Open Boat?



Pink- Hook should be about the topic (survival / ocean storms…)  *NO I, we, us, you

Blue- “The Open Boat” / Stephen Crane / realistic fiction / summary of text

Green- Topic sentence must answer the prompt:  How is setting the antagonist in “The Open Boat”

Yellow Main Point- using Literary Analysis with transition : symbolism, irony, 
inference, setting, human condition

Red quote with citation (Crane 59) 

Red explantion- state why the citation is important / defends your main point

Yellow MP 2 Red Quote 2 with citation    Red explanation 2

Yellow MP 3 Red Quote 3 with citation    Red explanation 3       

Green conclusion- mention the prompt again  




